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"The shampoo, conditioner, and hairstyling products
market continues to post slow but steady growth, driven by
gains in the shampoo segment and a stabilizing
conditioner segment, buffering struggling sales of
hairspray and hairstyling products."
- Alison Gaither, Beauty & Personal Care Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Less than half of consumers use shampoo daily
Hairstyling product sales reflective of usage
Consumers are confused over which type of product to use

Damage concerns and preferences for natural hair looks have some consumers skipping daily washing
in lieu of dry shampoo. Additionally, interest in customized hair products could alleviate consumer
confusion over which hair products to use and boost engagement.
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Traditional products have highest usage
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Figure 18: Product usage, February 2018
Hair treatments used as-needed; styling products off-trend
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Younger consumers are more engaged with newer formats
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Dry hair is an important issue for Black consumers
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Usage of and Attitudes toward Shampoo
Some consumers skip daily washing
Figure 27: Frequency of shampoo usage, February 2018
Daily shampoo usage driven by men
Figure 28: Frequency of usage, any shampoo (net), by gender, February 2018
Black consumers less likely to shampoo daily
Figure 29: Frequency of usage, any shampoo (net), by race and Hispanic origin, February 2018
Shampoo users value moisturizing formulas
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Younger consumers focus on damage concerns
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Black consumers like to keep it natural
Figure 33: Attitudes toward shampoo, by race and Hispanic origin, February 2018

Usage of and Attitudes toward Conditioner
Conditioner usage lower than shampoo
Figure 34: Frequency of usage, conditioner, February 2018
Women are more likely to pair conditioner with shampoo
Figure 35: Frequency of usage, any conditioner (net), by gender, February 2018
Frequency of usage is impacted by shampoo usage, regardless of race
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Figure 36: Frequency of conditioner usage (net), by race and Hispanic origin, February 2018
Conditioner users over-index for moisture claims
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Benefit specific conditioners may increase consumer spend
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Black consumers are benefits driven, but look for natural
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Usage of and Attitudes toward Styling Products
Mousse dependent on wash cycles, dry-styling more versatile
Figure 40: Frequency of styling product usage, February 2018
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Styling products can be the final defense against damage
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Black consumers prefer natural; Hispanics choose style
Figure 45: Attitudes toward styling products, by race and Hispanic origin, February 2018

Usage of Hair Treatments
Hair treatments are used as needed
Figure 46: Frequency of hair treatment usage, February 2018
Consumers tend to use treatments a few times a week
Figure 47: Frequency of usage, any treatment (net), by age, February 2018
Hair texture plays a role in type of treatment used
Figure 48: Frequency of hair treatment usage (net), by race and Hispanic origin, February 2018

Interest in Haircare Formats
Recognizable formats heat up the haircare market
Figure 49: Usage and interest in haircare formats, February 2018
Customization competes with established products
Figure 50: Usage and interest in haircare formats, any interest (net), February 2018
Women driving category innovations
Figure 51: Interest in haircare formats, any interest (net), by females, February 2018
Damage-related products pique the interest of younger consumers
Figure 52: Usage and interest in haircare formats, any interest (net), by age, February 2018
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Appendix – The Market
Figure 53: Total US sales and forecast of market, at inflation-adjusted prices, 2012-22
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Figure 56: Multi-Outlet sales of shampoo, by leading companies and brands, rolling 52 weeks 2016 and 2017
Figure 57: Multi-Outlet sales of conditioners, by leading companies and brands, rolling 52 weeks 2016 and 2017
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Figure 59: Multi-Outlet sales of hairspray/spritz, by leading companies and brands, rolling 52 weeks 2016 and 2017
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